We provide an alternative derivation for the simple moment estimator first developed by Greene. Our derivation is based on a 'I'aylor series approximation to the population regression function.
INTRODUCTION
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Recently Greene (1981) 1 (1983) has developed a simple estimator based on the method of moments which corrects for the bias of 'the OLS estimator of the Tobit, or censored regression model. His result, however, requires the strong assumption that the independent variables of the model be distributed as multivariate normal. In this paper, we analyse the Tobit model in the absence of any distributional assumptions on the independent variables and derive
Greene's moment estimator from a Taylor series approximation to the population mean regression fUnction. This moment estimator consists of a simple correction to the OLS estimator and will henceforth be referred to as the "corrected" OLS (eOLS) estimator.
A similar estimator for the truncated regression model has been obtained by Olsen (1980) .
Since the eOLS estimator is derived from a Taylor series approximation of the nonlinear population regression function I we will examine the validity of the Taylor series expansion by means of Monte Carlo simulations. White (1980) provided general conditions under which a "Taylor-series approximation" interpretation of OLS can be misleading. Especially I skewness in the distribution of the exogenous variables will tend to introduce inconsistencies in the 
2.
DERIVATIDN DF THE CDRRECTIDN FDR DLS BIAS
Consider the latent variable model Y t
for which the observed response of the dependent variable is given
The population regression function over the entire sample of T observations is
Since E( y: l y t 
Next, omitting the remainder term, as well as all terms involving the squares of (X t -Xl B and the second derivatives of ifJ and ,; r from (4) yields:
Finally, since 9' (lJ/o) may be rewritten as:
In applying OLS to the Tobit model, one is, in essence, estimating (6) , a linear function of the X t 's. However, Under these conditions, the use of OLS to estimate the gradient of a nonlinear function will result in inconsistent estimates. 'rhe degree of inconsistency will be directly related to the degree of skewness in the distribution of the exogenous variables.
In the context of the Taylor series approximation in equation (6) 3.
SAMPLING EXPERIMENT RESULTS
The sensitivity of the eOLS estimator to the distributional assumptions about the exogenous variables, the degree of sample censoring and sample size were examined in a sampling experiment.
'rhe data were generated by Y t = 81 + r� 2
::S t Overall, the eOLS estimator is uniformly better-behaved than the uncorrected OLS estimator, and departures from normality for the distribution of the exogenous variables, within the class of symmetric distributions, does not seem to effect its performance 2 However I the above conclusion cannot be sustained when we examine departures from normality into non-symmetric alternatives.
With greater degrees of skewness of the distribution which generates the X it 's, the estimates from eOLS seem to become increasingly unreliable. Tables 1 and 2 for the symmetric distributions.
4.
CONCLUSION
Greene's development of the moment estimator which corrects for the OLS bias in the Tobit model requires the joint normality of the X t 's. This estimator has been rederived here using a Taylor series approximation to the population mean regression function without relying on any distributional assumptions for the X t 's.
Relaxation of the joint normality assumption does not adversely affect the performance of the estimator as long as the alternative distribution which generates the X t 's is either symmetric or only moderately skewed. Extreme departures from symmetry seem to seriously affect the performance of the eOLS estimator. These findings are in conformity with White's conditions for a "Taylor -series" interpretation of aLSo In the present contex, the "Taylor-series" interpretation of the Tobit model gives rise to the eOLS estimator. Given only moderate departures from symmetry, the eOLS seems to be qUite robust to different distributional assumptions on the exogenous variables as well as to varying degrees of sample censoring and to sample size.
APPENDIX Experiment Design
As described in the text, the data we generated by
The pseudo-random number generators used to generate the T-observations on each independent variable, X it ' were for the normal I uniform, and gamma distribution respectively I the GGNHL, GGVBS and GGAMR subroutines of the IMSL FORTRAN library. The errors, u t' were generated using the normal pseudo-random number The results are summarised in Tables 1, 2 and 3. Normal distribution with mean 0 and variance 4. 
